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Theory and Foundations



Theory and foundations of statistics Savage 

It is unanimously agreed that
statistics depends somehow on
probability. But, as to what prob-
ability is and how it is connected
with statistics, there has seldom
been such complete disagreement
and breakdown of communication
since the Tower of Babel. Doubt-
less, much of the disagreement is
merely terminological and would
disappear under suciently sharp
analysis.
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... theory and foundations of statistics R & Cox, 

• Statistics needs a healthy interplay between theory and applications

• theory meaning foundations, rather than theoretical analysis of specic techniques

• must be continually tested against new applications

• “the practical application of general theorems is a dierent art
from their establishment by mathematical proof” Fisher  SMRW
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... theory and foundations of statistics

• probability, analysis, applied mathematics modelling

• Bayes, Neyman, Fisher approaches to inference

• nature of uncertainty epistemic, empirical

• nature of induction belief functions, inferential models

• interpretation of p-values, condence regions, credibility intervals, likelihood ratios

• role of suciency, ancillarity, conditioning, asymptotic theory

• sparsity, causality, assumption-free/lean inference, stability, prediction, decisions
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What use are foundations?

• provide a rigorous basis for the development of techniques

• provide a common language for particular classes of problems

• help to clarify the nature of uncertainty in scientic conclusions

• highlight aspects of data analysis which are likely to raise dicult issues

• suggest strategies for tackling highly complex problems

• avoid ‘re-inventing the wheel’ for each new application
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Applications



Applications Example 

NY Times, April 

World Weather Attribution, April 
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Statistics is Everywhere                                            Example 4
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Linking theory with practice

. Drought Climate change attribution
climate models, subgroup analyses, predictions

. Covid Treatment with Ivermectin
randomized trial, proportional hazards regression, Bayes/frequentist

. Health Care Predicting high-needs patients
algorithmic bias, variable selection

. Faces Human perception
sign test, regression, computational modelling
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Applications

Drought



Drought World Weather Attribution 
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The source Kimutai et al. 

Link
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https://www.worldweatherattribution.org/human-induced-climate-change-increased-drought-severity-in-southern-horn-of-africa/


The data Kimutai et al. 

• observational data,  sources
. global daily rainfall & temperature .◦ × .◦,  –
. daily rainfall infra-red, “SoA”,  –
. monthly rainfall –

• -year smoothed mean surface temperature proxy for anthropogenic climate change

• climate modelling data,  sources
. combine  global and  climate models: resolution .◦  sims
. combine  global and  climate models: resolution .◦  sims
. atmosphere-ocean coupled GCMs (two) / simulations
. sea-surface temperature forced ensemble, high resolution  simulations

• thanks to Whitney Huang for many clarications
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The analysis Kimutai et al. 

• response is log(monthly rainfall) in  and 
and log(PET) — potential evapotranspiration

• covariates are global temperature anomaly, and ENSO index
El Nino-Southern Oscillation

• “As a measure of anthropogenic climate change we use smoothed GMST”
Global Mean Surface Temperature

• “Methods for observational and model analysis ... and synthesis are used according
to the World Weather Attribution Protocol” Philip et al. 

. trend using observational data
. nd climate models consistent with .
. compare predictions from . and .
. synthesize results in . to provide conclusions
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The results Kimutai et al. 

• rainfall decreasing with
increasing temperature

but not much

•  rainfall is about a
 in  year event

•  drought about
 times more likely under
climate change

• uncertainty . — 
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 times more likely? Kimutai et al. 

• change the response to SPEI
rainfall adjusted for evaporation

•  drought now  times
more likely
uncertainty  to × 

• consider ‘long rains’ and ‘short
rains’ separately MAM, OND

• combine model simulation
results with observational
data
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Combining climate simulations and data Kimutai et al. 

precipitation
adjusted

for evaporation
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forest plots



The theory Whitney Huang

• extrapolation beyond observations Stein Statist. Sci. 
extreme value modelling

• assigning uncertainty to combined results
sources of uncertainty Senn 

• ratios of estimated probabilities
nearly unbounded condence intervals Cox & Hinkley 

• selection of events for analysis

• joint modelling of precipitation and evapotranspiration
tail copula modelling
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https://errorstatistics.com/2020/01/20/s-senn-error-point-the-importance-of-knowing-how-much-you-dont-know-guest-post/


Aside: joint modelling
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August 
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... August 

“peak re weather ...
at least twice as likely”
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... August 
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... August 
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... August 

“data”:  times as likely (.,∞) models: . times as likely (., .)
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Applications

Medicine



Covid



The source Naggie et al 
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The data Naggie et al 

• randomized controlled trial
• platform trial of  potential treatments multicenter

• analysis of each treatment uses the same placebo group

•  patients in treatment arm;  in control arm
• primary outcome: time to recovery
• explanatory variables: treatment, age, sex, prior symptoms, calendar time,
vaccination status, geographic region, center, baseline severity and others
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The analysis Naggie et al 

• Bayesian proportional hazards model

λ(t; x) = λ(t) exp(β + βx + βx + · · ·+ βpxp)

• some covariates t with splines e.g. age

• underlying hazard modelled parametrically e.g. Weibull, or splines

• prior distributions:
• for parameters of hazard function
• for coecients for explanatory variables β,β, . . . ,βp

• for β – treatment skeptical, noninformative, none

• likelihood × prior −→ posterior −→ marginal posterior for β or exp(β)
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Aside: the analysis

• model for data represented by density function

f (y | θ; x)

also called the likelihood function for θ
• Bayesian analysis denes a prior density for θ

π(θ)

• rules of conditional probability applied to give posterior density for θ:

π(θ | y; x) = f (y | θ; x)π(θ)
f (y | θ; x)π(θ)dθ

∝ f (y | θ; x)π(θ)

• posterior marginal density for parameter of interest ψ(θ):

πmarg(ψ | y; x) =


{ψ(θ)=ψ}
π(θ | y; x)dθ
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The results Naggie et al 
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The results Naggie et al 

“Among outpatients with mild to moderate
COVID-, treatment with ivermectin,
compared with placebo, did not
signicantly improve time to recovery.”

Hazard ratio estimated at ., with
posterior probability that HR >  = .

“This did not meet the prespecied
threshold of posterior probability greater
than .”
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The results Naggie et al 
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The theory: modelling and conditional inference

• Cox : On regression models and life tables
• sets out proportional hazards regression and non-proportional

λ(t; x) = λ(t) exp(xTβ)

hazard function  density function/(− distribution function)

• proposes analysis via partial likelihood eliminates hazard function
• uses point process modelling + conditional inference

• full likelihood function L(β,λ) ∝
n

j=

{λ(tj) exp(xTj β)}
δj exp{− exp(xTj β)Λ(tj)}

• partial likelihood function Lpart(β) ∝


failures

exp(xTj β)
k∈Rj

exp(xTkβ)
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The theory: Bayes and frequentist

Skeptical prior . (.− .) .
Noninformative prior . (.− .) .
No prior . (.− .)
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The theory: Bayes and frequentist

• both methods oen lead to the same conclusions but not always

• Wasserman ;  very helpful overviews
• Stein 
• Stone 
• Robins and Ritov 
• ...

• the nature of the conclusions is dierent
• probability representing degree of uncertainty epistemic
• probability representing long-run frequency aleatory

• calibration of Bayesian inference assesses the rst on the basis of the second
Cox , BFF
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https://www.stat.cmu.edu/~larry/=sml/BayesVersusFrequentist.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-YvWyM6dRQ


Aside: The nature of the conclusions Harrell, August 

https://www.fharrell.com/post/hybrid/
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Applications
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The source Obermeyer et al., 
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The data

• primary care patients at large academic hospital, “enrolled in risk-based contracts”
•  Black patients, , White patients self-identied

• algorithm risk score for each patient-year –

• high-risk patients identied for enrollment into care management program
• algorithm uses several features of each patient in year t− 

• demographics (not race)
• insurance type
• morbidities, medications
• health system events
• billed amounts

• to predict health system costs in year t
• health care costs are the “label” (outcome) to identify high-risk subset
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The analysis Obermeyer et al., 

• use electronic health records to identify actual events in year t

• create a dierent outcome variable, health
“total number of chronic illnesses for which patient had a medical encounter in year t”

• “of note, ... algorithm developers typically do not have access to [this data]
to t or validate their predictions”

• more detailed analysis using laboratory biomarkers
related to common chronic illnesses

• compared results from algorithm using costs, to algorithm using health, in Black
and White patients
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The results Obermeyer et al., 

• “at the same level of
algorithm-predicted risk, Blacks have
signicantly more illness burden”

• “we nd evidence of substantial
disparities in program screening”

• why?

• “at a given level of health, Blacks
generate lower costs than Whites”

• “As a result, accurate prediction of
costs necessarily means being racially
biased on health”
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The results Obermeyer et al., 

“a wedge between needing and receiving health care” correlated with race
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The theory

• costs are well-predicted, using covariates related to prior costs, demographics,
some health information

• costs are not a good proxy for “health” itself not well-dened

• well-established racial dierences in heathcare utilization hence costs

• causal inference, confounding causal diagram

• understanding the data, and the application, bring insight well beyond algorithms
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This just in Nature Portfolio

“Owkin is pioneering HCCNET,
an AI and machine learning (ML)approach ...

with HCCNET they were
able to increase
statistical power
from  to ”
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Applications

Fun



Faces                                                                      Example 4



The source Wardle et al. PNAS 
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... The source Wardle et al. PNAS 

https://osf.io/f74xh/
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https://osf.io/f74xh/


Anthropomorphizing Globe & Mail, June 
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Anthropomorphizing Globe & Mail, June 

The reason we are astonished by their output is because, as a species, we’re
gullible. We tend to read human characteristics into any pattern that even mildly
resembles a human.
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Back to Theory



Linking theory with practice

. Drought Climate change attribution
climate models, subgroup analyses, predictions

. Covid Treatment with Ivermectin
randomized trial, proportional hazards regression, Bayes/frequentist

. Health Care Algorithmic bias
choice of outcome variable, confounding, visualization

. Faces Human perception
sign test, regression, computational modelling
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What did I learn

• statistical “workows” seem to be emerging in dierent disciplines
• Drought — “A Protocol for probabilistic extreme event attribution analysis ”

Philip et al , Adv. Stat. Clim. Met. Ocean
• “Writing statistical methods for ecologists” Davis & Kay , Ecosphere

• tutorial-type articles in scientic journals
• Annals of Thoracic Surgery — the statistician’s page
• J Am Medical Association — Guide to Statistics and Methods
• Nature Methods — Points of Signicance

• “open data” continues to be elusive
• Drought — “Almost all the data are available via the KNMI Climate Explorer”
• Covid — “... the data will be made publicly available”
• Healthcare — synthetic data and code posted online
• Faces — pictures available, data less clear
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What did I learn

Communication!
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“US Life expectancy has been 
declining for decades’’

Communication                                                      Lost in Translation



“US Life expectancy has been 
declining for decades’’

Communication                                                      Lost in Translation



“US Life expectancy has been 
declining for decades’’

“Increases in US life expectancy slowed” 

Communication                                                      Lost in Translation



Communication                                                      Lost in Translation



Communication                                                      Lost in Translation



In mice 

and in cells 

Communication                                                      Lost in Translation



Communication                                                       Causality Again

?



Back to foundations

• probability, analysis, applied mathematics modelling

• Bayes, Neyman, Fisher approaches to inference

• nature of uncertainty epistemic, empirical

• nature of induction belief functions, inferential models

• interpretation of p-values, condence regions, credibility intervals, likelihood ratios

• role of suciency, ancillarity, conditioning, asymptotic theory

• sparsity, causality, assumption-free/lean inference, stability, prediction
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... Back to foundations

• probability, analysis, applied mathematics modelling

• Bayes, Neyman, Fisher approaches to inference

• nature of uncertainty epistemic, empirical

• nature of induction belief functions, inferential models

• interpretation of p-values, condence regions, credibility intervals, likelihood ratios

• realistic estimates of precision, complex dependencies, subgroup analyses

• sparsity, causality, assumption-free/lean inference, stability, prediction
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Thank You

www.ffpf.org
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